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INTRODUCTION
In the Baltic states social enterprises and most NGOs
are small and so it is challenging to take on projects
of a larger scope or address complex problems that
require a multidisciplinary approach such as addressing climate change. For these reasons cooperation
among multiple organisations is crucial to have a
larger social and environmental impact. However,
there is still a lack of collaboration among NGOs and
social enterprises in the Baltics, a situation that exists
in other countries like Sweden as well. The power of
cooperation is often taken for granted and not seen
as an asset. In the Baltics there can even be felt a remnant from the times of the Soviet occupation when
collaboration was forced upon and volunteering was
mandated. Such attitudes hinder cooperation taking
place and thus it is important to take action facilitating the formation of partnerships and increasing the
visibility of the value added of tackling challenges together.
Therefore, there is a need to reframe cooperation,
exchange good practice of promoting collaboration
and shift to the understanding that it is a core value
and should be seen as a positive and necessary strategy for achieving a bigger impact. Strong cooperation
and co-creation among social enterprises, NGOs and
civil society organisations lead to a stronger, more cohesive civil society. This is needed to address pressing
issues of our times that require a multidisciplinary
approach such as climate change, circular economy,
and social inclusion of various groups. Cooperation
can also promote more organisations to address issues that they do not target as their primary goal. For
example, in Latvia only 4% of all social enterprises are
working towards sustainability as their primary goal.

However, by collaborating with those who are working towards this goal the effect is strengthened.
Supporting organisations uniting social enterprises
have a unique ability to promote cooperation among
them. This is possible because they already connect
various organisations through communication efforts, events and capacity building initiatives. It is in
the best interest of such organisations that there is
collaboration among smaller organisations as it contributes to the mission of strengthening the overall
ecosystem.
The organisations this report will focus on are social
enterprise associations in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
and SE Forum in Sweden. These organisations already
make efforts to encourage collaboration among their
members and social enterprises in the wider ecosystem. Furthermore, through a Nordic council of ministers Norden program project “Nordic-Baltic” Cooperation for Green and Inclusive Societies” a two day
workshop was organised during which these organisations identified some key challenges that social entrepreneurs face and developed new ways to address
them. Good practice for encouraging cooperation is
shared by the organisations and new ideas that are
being tested and incorporated into activities are outlined in the following sections.
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SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

ESTONIAN SOCIAL
ENTERPRISE NETWORK
https://sev.ee/en, info@sev.ee
Our mission is to increase the number, capacity and
societal impact of social enterprises in Estonia. Estonian Social Enterprise Network is a non-profit asso-
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ciation working for the public benefit and has been
developing social entrepreneurship in Estonia since
2012. Estonian Social Enterprise Network provides
programs for social enterprise development concentrated on increasing sales and improving scope,
quality, and impact of their activities, using a variety
of methods like design thinking and action learning.
We are working closely with the main stakeholders in
the field of formal and non-formal education in Estonia. Estonian Social Enterprise Network has been
supported both by national (e.g. National Foundation
for Civil Society, Ministry of Culture) as well as international funders (e.g. Nordic Council of Ministers, British
Council).

SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

Regarding promoting cooperation among members,
we have done several initiatives. One of the newest
is Estonian Social Entrepreneurship Community - the
aim is to collect all the people who are interested or
are active in the social entrepreneurship field and
share valuable information, network, etc. This is a vir-

tual community on Slack, see below the descriptive
photo. This has already sparked opportunities to collaborate, although the community is relatively new it was initiated in the end of August.

Another method that we use to promote collaboration is through organizing various events. For example, in 2019 we organised a community event which

also had an added-value: social enterprises could find
interns from university as well. This enabled them to
network whilst also getting extra labour.
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SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ASSOCIATION OF LATVIA
https://sua.lv, office@sua.lv
NGO “Social Entrepreneurship Association of Latvia”
(SEAL) is a member organisation to promote the development of social entrepreneurship in Latvia. We
bring together like-minded organisations, companies,
and people who believe that social entrepreneurship
in Latvia has huge potential and who are ready to participate in the development and strengthening of the
sector.
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The SEAL was founded in autumn 2015 and five of its
founders are the Foundation for Open Society DOTS,
the Social Research Center PROVIDUS, the Latvian Samaritan Association, the charity store network ‘Otra
Elpa’, and the social business accelerator ‘New Door’.
They are organisations that have done a great deal in
the field of research and promotion of social entrepreneurship even before, as well as the ‘pioneers’ of
social entrepreneurship in Latvia, who have proved
with their work that social entrepreneurship in Latvia is necessary and possible. The SEAL currently has
more than 140 members. The association operates in
three main directions:
1. Advocacy of interests at local, regional, and
national levels.
2. Improvement of the capacity of members,
development of the experience, and knowl
edge-sharing platform.
3. Informing society about social entrepreneurship.

SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

We promote collaboration in various
ways:
• Capacity building activities for members:
informative webinars about different themes
• Organising conferences where we ask social
enterprises as official speakers
• Supporting newcomers in the social entrepreneurship field by the pitch content with the
main prize of 2000 EUR
• Also, specific for members, we are organising
regular Zoom calls/meetings, workshops (face
to face / online)
• Collecting special offers: member to member
• Promoting members’ special summer/Christmas offers.
• Facebook group for sharing news and offers.
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SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

is achieved through advocacy, capacity building and
ecosystem development activities.

LITHUANIAN SOCIAL
BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
www.lisva.org, info@lisva.org
Lithuanian Social Business Association (LiSVA) is a national umbrella organisation uniting social enterprise
organisations. It was established in 2018 to create an
environment favourable for social business, increase
the awareness of social business and promote the
implementation of international best practises. This
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LiSVA represents the interests of social enterprises in
state and municipal institutions, evaluates programs
and measures implemented by state institutions,
contributes to the formulation of public policy and
makes specific proposals to municipal institutions
regarding the involvement in the decision-making
processes.
LiSVA aims to establish new partnerships for cooperation with organisations that work in the field of social
entrepreneurship with particular focus on advocacy,
capacity building of social enterprises and entrepreneurs as well as social enterprise ecosystem development.

SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

The main activities of LiSBA:
• actively participate in the formation and implementation of social business development
policy in Lithuania,
• strengthen the capacity and competencies
of organisations working in the field of social
business,
• represent its members in public institutions,
• form public opinion about social business by
organising public information and education
campaigns,
• establish and maintain international cooperation in sharing best practises.

Ways LiSVA promotes cooperation
among social enterprises in Lithuania:
- LiSVA organises monthly informal meetups
for LiSVA members “LiSVAdieniai”. During
these meetings members are able to connect,
network, share what they have been up to
and are planning for the future. This fosters
an environment for cooperation as organisations can find common activities and goals
as well as ways to work together on common
projects. Sometimes a guest speaker is invited
to join at the start of the meeting to bring
more interest and added value to the event
as well as spark a conversation on a particular
topic.
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SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

- LiSVA has recently put together a member
database of offers and knowledge existing within the association. In the database
members can find more information on the
services and competencies of each other. This
is a useful tool for cooperation as organisations can support each other by providing
mentorship, guidance, buying services from
each other and partnering on projects that
make use of the different competences and
assets of organisations.

- Another way cooperation is promoted is by
initiating partnership projects, or involving
members in project applications.

Promotion of cooperation beyond:
- LiSVA releases a monthly newsletter to the
wider social entrepreneurship community.
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SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS

ing advice, training, tools and networks to businesses
and organisations of all sizes.

SE FORUM
https://se-forum.se, info@se-forum.se
Social Entrepreneurship Forum (SE Forum) is a
non-profit organisation advocating responsible business solutions to address local and global challenges.
SE Forum was founded in Sweden in 2004 and has
since championed social entrepreneurship by helping businesses and organisations unleash the potential of entrepreneurship to maximise social and environmental impact. SE Forum has since the beginning
been serving as a forum, connecting changemakers
and thought leaders in Sweden and beyond, provid-
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With the traditional business sector increasingly
working to achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, social entrepreneurship as an approach
is growing, in Sweden and globally. SE Forum believes in collaboration and partnerships and is working to encourage collaboration between social enterprises and the traditional business sector, as well as
the public sector, to create greater social impact and
sustainable growth. SE Forum has published a report
(Business for Good, 2020) on collaborations between
social enterprises and other businesses and is currently leading a national initiative with eight partners
in the sector to strengthen the support structure for
social entrepreneurship in Sweden to encourage collaboration and build a stronger ecosystem.

MAIN CHALLENGES

The organisations presented took part in a meeting held in Lithuania in autumn 2021 to look into
the challenges social entrepreneurs face that hinders cooperation and develop ideas for promoting
cooperation. During the sessions main challenges
were identified and possible solutions outlined. The
‘recipes’ for implementing these solutions can be
adapted and used by other organisations to promote cooperation.

MAIN CHALLENGES
During the Norden project visit all partners have noted the biggest challenges that social entrepreneurship associations and the social enterprises they wish
to support face in the context of creating and maintaining partnerships. All challenges vary from micro
to macro level, from individual to wider perspective
such as prevailing flaws in the ecosystem itself.
To start with, it is important to note that one of the
main challenges lies in the attitudes of individuals social enterprise association workers, social entrepreneurs and other stakeholders - towards partnerships.
It is commonly thought that it is very difficult to create partnerships and maintain complicated relationships with people as well as some people struggle to
overcome their inner barriers. As a result, people often choose a very individualistic approach of working
and isolating themselves from other members of the
ecosystem.

challenge - lack of capacity, knowing how to create
new and maintain existing partnerships. This mainly
applies to insufficient communication, marketing, HR
and strategic planning skills that should be improved
in order to establish successful partnerships.
It is important to note that there is a commonly
shared poor understanding of why it is worth partnering and what sort of benefit it brings to the overall
success of social enterprise. This challenge is caused
by lack of knowledge, good examples and practises
that would accurately list the possible benefits and
advantages of partnerships among social enterprises.
This leads to the wider challenge that correlates with
all the others - fragmented ecosystems of social entrepreneurship in the Baltic states and Sweden. It
translates into lack of networking initiatives, places to
meet partners, platforms that would encourage partnerships or matchmaking. Furthermore, prevailing
sustainability deficiency in the ecosystem increases
lack of ownership and political leadership that creates
the barrier in the further growth and improvement.

Another challenge that impacts the overall culture
of partnering is a lack of resources such as time, people that could do it. It stands very closely to another
ENHANCING COOPERATION AMONG SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE NORDIC-BALTIC REGION
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SOLUTIONS

SOLUTIONS

We have finalised 4 main possible solutions that will
contribute to battling major challenges named in
the previous section and thus improving the collaboration between social entrepreneurs internationally. These actions will help to develop already existing
partnerships, highlight the importance of collaboration as such and empower people in the social entrepreneurship sector to start collaborating more.

THE FIRST SOLUTION is a peer to peer learning
programme that will create an organised learning
community. Social entrepreneurship associations
will be coordinating/facilitating the process, but
members will be implementing the activities. It is
all about showcasing and sharing the internal expertise between members. Please find the recipe of
how to implement this solution below.

What kind of resources are needed in
order to implement this solution?
• Responsible coordinator/facilitator;
• Communication/marketing coordinator;
• Venue or online platform (depends if meeting
will happen online or not);
• You need engaged participants;
• Time to come up with a strategy/ plan of the
program.

What are the main steps of the imple
mentation?

The peer to peer learning can happen in multiple
forms - as a mentoring (which is more hierarchical and
best done in 1 to 1 format) or as a group session, for
example, in a mastermind group format. What is critical to ensure that self-lead groups work as an effective
method is the engagements of participants, motivation, common goal and openness.
The biggest challenge in this has been to ensure the
accountability of the ones who have registered to really take the next step and join the meeting, feel engaged and continue attendance.
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• Start by Identifying your members’ needs;
• Choose important topics that people will be
concentrating on (do a survey);
• Plan your communication: share information
about the programme, engage your members
to participate.
• Logistics: make a timeline plan, schedule
the meetings, find how to make sure they
happen;
• Think of follow-up activity: how participants
should report their experience, collect the
feedback;
• Measure the progress/impact: think of ways
you could track participants’ progress, improvement, partnership improvement

SOLUTIONS

What are the results that this solution
will possibly bring?:
• Your members have shared important
suggestions, solutions that will help them to
improve their businesses;
• Strengthened community - the sense of belonging has improved;
• New collaborations among participants.
.............................................................................................

THE SECOND SOLUTION is a social entrepreneurs retreat organised annually. It would gather
multinational participants and each year it would
be organised in rotating order. Please find the recipe of how to implement this solution below.
What kind of resources are needed in
order to implement this solution?
•
•
•
•

Leading organiser/coordinator;
Budget for location/food/activities;
Participants;
Performers/Coaches/Consultants for activities, workshops;
• Communication/marketing coordinator/
communication content creator.

What are the main steps of the imple
mentation?
• Choose the organiser - who is the leading
partner?
• Set the theme for the event;
• Make a timeline, plan of how to organise the
event;
• Set a program of the event;
• Prepare communication/marketing strategy/
plan;
• Logistics: find place, set time, get food ordered,
activities booked;
• Set a plan for follow-up marketing;
• Measure the impact: think of ways you could
measure participants’ experience (surveys,
feedback session, etc).

What are the results that this solution
will possibly bring?
• Satisfaction rate: 8/10;
• 40 participants;
• A stronger feel of an international community:
stronger sense of belonging, new acquaintances,
friendships;
• Improved mental health / resilience;
• Improved confidence;
• A start of new corporations;
• Participants have gained new knowledge / skills
that they could adapt to their personal lives and
work;
• Participants feel inspired to improve their work.
.............................................................................................
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SOLUTIONS
THE THIRD SOLUTION is the international
video story database (video stories of social enterprises) that can be used and shared by the
partners. This will be a database of video stories
in English or with English subtitles to be shared
as international examples of social enterprise.
Some of these stories already exist such as videos
created by the Lithuanian Social Business Association of their members “Švietimo nuotykiai” and
“Tėviškės namai”. A shared document with open
access for editing to all partners will be created
so that it can be updated when new stories are
created. The document will have links to access
the videos for sharing purposes.

Steps for the creation of video content:
• Find an inspiring story
• Make a script (what makes it a social enterprise, what is business model, etc)
• Make an interview and filming
• Design video story, add English subtitles (up
to 3 minutes)
• Share in YouTube or other channels

What are the results that this solution
will possibly bring?
• Audiences reached feel inspired;
• New collaborations;
• A good tool for advocacy to demonstrate
impact of SE;
• Videos are externally used and shared (social
media, events, lectures, etc.);
• A better understanding of Social entrepreneurship on a societal level;
• There are new social enterprises being established;

What kind of resources are needed in
order to implement this solution?
•
•
•
•

Coordinator /project manager;
Budget to cover admins costs;
Space online: drive, YouTube;
Shared document to add links to videos for
sharing among partners.

What are the main steps of the imple
mentation?
• Create guidance: how to use it;
• Creating a strategy / vision (groups or focuses);
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The fourth solution is the international capacity building and networking event. Such an event can include
a seminar, workshop or some other capacity building
activity as well as a networking element. There are two
examples about the possible outline of the events:
example 1 and example 2. It is good to have a clear
communication package so that it is easy to share the
information for all the partners who are involved. In addition, the event itself should be announced about 2
weeks prior to ensure a decent amount of participants.
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SOLUTIONS

What kind of resources are needed in
order to implement this solution?
•
•
•
•

Coordinator/event organiser;
Communication coordinator/content creator;
Platform (Zoom);
Speakers;

What are the main steps of the imple
mentation?
• Writing a brief for the event;
• Analysing the needs of your audience (survey
to find out what topics are most interesting/
needed);
• Making a plan of implementation (timelines,
things to do);
• Finding partners;
• Finding speakers;

• Make a communication plan - what kind of
possible channels can you use to distribute
the information (newsletter, Facebook groups,
Slack communities, etc); when and what can
all the partners share the information;
• Measure the impact: think of ways you could
measure participants’ experience (surveys,
feedback session, etc).

What are the results that this solution
will possibly bring?
•
•
•
•
•

50 participants;
Participants’ satisfaction rate 8/10;
New collaborations among participants;
Participants feel inspired;
Participants acquire practical knowledge.
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

Cooperation among social enterprises,
businesses and NGOs can take on many
forms. Sometimes it can be challenging to
find synergies and start new partnerships.
However, these examples of cooperation
show the variety of cooperation and the
mutual benefits they bring to the organisations involved as well as the higher impact
that is possible to achieve when working
together.

EXAMPLES
OF COOPERATION

ESTONIA:
In Estonia there are two great examples from collaborative social enterprises. One is between Sõbralt
Sõbrale and Stella Soomlais Studio. Sõbralt Sõbrale
is a recycling store, and they call themselves a “lifestyle store”: you can find furniture, household goods,
clothes, books, toys. They are promoting “Caring Together Circle” which means that one can bring tidy
and clean things from a friend to a friend or buy from a
friend from a recycling store. With the money collected
they also help children and families in need (We Care
Together projects) and the promotion of young people’s mental health though their counselling centre.

Stella Soomlais studio makes leather bags and accessories for women and men. In addition to long-lasting
design the company has put circular economy principles in good practice to be a pioneer in making leather use more sustainable and responsible. As co-operation, Stella Soomlais gave to Sõbralt Sõbrale items
that were left over to support the youth mental health
counselling centre.

GOOD PRACTICE IN COLLABORATION OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE BALTICS AND SWEDEN
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

The second example is from Raamatuvahetus and
Uuskasutuskeskus. Raamatuvahetus (“Book exchange”) is an environment created by book lovers
with the aim of putting books back into circulation. The
logic of using the book exchange service is simple - you
get one point for each book you exchange, for which
you can order an interesting book. Uuskasutuskeskus
is a social enterprise established in 2004, the aim of
which is to recycle used things in good condition and
to make reuse easily accessible and every day for all Es20

tonian people. In addition to books, you can also bring
clothes, household items, toys, dishes, furniture, etc.
to the Uuskasutuskeskus in good condition. As both
enterprises work in a similar fashion, they decided to
collaborate and make a marketing campaign together. Raamatuvahetus was to reward those people who
gave at least ten books with an order point for which
an interesting book can be ordered on the Raamatuvahetus platform. Book donations could be brought to
Uuskasutuskeskus stores all over Estonia.
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LATVIA:
STIKLA MĀJA
(social enterprise Glass point):

Glass Point is a glass workshop that not only runs individual orders but also works as a social enterprise.
By organising masterclasses, educational workshops
and helping glass artists realise various technically
challenging ideas, Glass Point makes glass art more
accessible to both beginners and professionals. In the
words of the studio manager and designer Anna Varnase, “We’re open to everybody”. If accessibility is one
fundamental principle of Glass Point, the other one is
sustainability. The study recycles glass, offering people
from all regions of Latvia to donate old window glass

and use it in creative activity.
Their main partners are suppliers, traditional companies from which resources are regularly purchased.
Long-term partners provide discounts, shorter deliveries. Interesting cooperation model is barter - Glass
House gives its premises and is a production company
that gives its materials in return, because they do not
have their own premises for the implementation of
representative events. Each major project has a whole
chain of cooperating companies.

GOOD PRACTICE IN COLLABORATION OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE BALTICS AND SWEDEN
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

SVAIGI.LV

(social enterprise Fresh.lv)
Virtual market Svaigi.lv is a social enterprise that promotes a healthy society and helps local farmers by
offering to buy products online. “Svaigi.lv” provides
work in more than a hundred farms, which supply their
products from all over Latvia. The enterprise helps other social enterprises by transferring their knowledge
of packaging and high-class service, sales experience.
Social enterprise also created corporate gifts for companies. They are also approached by companies that
want to donate a quality product and be socially re-
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sponsible. Companies turn to them themselves, but
they are working on quality reports, the importance of
products and services, and taking care of the quality of
service, reputation. Usually, these companies already
know the owner and the company’s team and know
how they work. Usually, an enterprise builds long-term
relationships with customers. Collaborations also depend on seasonality, for example, they are updated on
Midsummer and Christmas, when special gift offers are
created, and this is the standard time when everyone is
looking for gifts.

EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

SWEDEN
NIMBLE PATCH

RAG2RUG

Nimble Patch is a children’s fashion company creating
sustainable jeans made from pre-loved jeans and waste
fabric. The company collaborates with innovation centre Wargön Innovation to gather material that would
otherwise go to waste. They also collaborate with Yalla
Mellerud, a work integrating social enterprise employing foreign-born women who are far away from the job
market, to reuse the materials and sew new pieces of
clothing. The partnership benefits all partners as Nimble Patch receives textiles from Wargön Innovation and
human resources through Yalla Mellerud, resulting in
reuse of materials and job opportunities. The collaboration started as a trial but has developed into a strong
partnership, adding new partners such as Swedish
fashion retailer H&M, that combines innovation, circular economy, fashion, and work integration.

Social enterprise Rag2Rug focuses on craftsmanship
and sustainability as it uses waste textiles and fabric scraps to create new products through traditional
weaving techniques. The company also trains and
employs foreign-born women who struggle to enter
the Swedish job market, adding a layer of social sustainability to the business. Rag2Rug collaborates with
various second-hand shops and businesses to collect
waste textiles to create new sustainable and green
products such as rugs, bags and cushions from. A new
partnership was also initiated last year as Rag2Rug
started working with Clarion Collection Hotel Victoria
using discarded textiles from the hotel to create new
products that the hotel then uses and sells in their hotel shop.

GOOD PRACTICE IN COLLABORATION OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES IN THE BALTICS AND SWEDEN
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

LITHUANIA
TEXTALE
TEXTALE is a social business for used textiles circularity.
It acts as a circular fashion platform for second-hand
clothes consignment, textile collection, sorting, preparation for reuse, resale, repair, remake and secondary
design, conscious styling, education and consultancy.
Re-commerce, Take Back Systems (together with the
new garment producers and importers), Repair and
Remaking (C2B2C / B2B /B2C) are the main service
models. At the same time, we are constantly looking
for solutions and partnerships for textile recycling. By
returning resources to the economy, we not only care
for the planet, but also create social changes, to establish new working places, help people in need, involve
local communities, promote entrepreneurship, educate society.

TEXTALE has a number of collaborations with other
organisations and businesses. One such partnership is
with clothing group INDITEX a “Take back System” that
collects clothing still suitable for wearing. One case of
this partnership is with the clothing brand Audimas
where INDITEX has placed boxes and people can bring
their unwanted Audimas brand clothes to. Doing this
gives people a discount to buy Audimas products and
the clothes are collected to be mended by TEXTALE
to continue their product life cycle and be saved from
direct disposal. Other collaborations include organising events together and the carrying out of projects
with makerspaces and open workshops “Padirbtuvės”,
“Technariumas”. One such project was a sustainable
design accelerator that made use of the various competences of the partner organisations and so a wider
range of activities could have been included and larger scope reached. Collaborations like this have also
helped to reach more people and target groups than
if run by a single organisation.
TEXTALE cooperates extensively with public, private
and non-governmental organisations.
Recently, cooperation initiatives that have received the
most public attention are corporations with
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

clothing brands that are developing systems for returning items to the circular economy
through “Take Back Programs”. One of the first is a partnership with a well-known group of companies in the
fashion industry INDITEX, represented in Lithuania by
APB APRANGA. The partnership includes the collection
of used clothing in ZARA, ZARA Home, MASSIMO DUTTI, BERSHKA, PULL & BEAR stores through the use of
textile collection boxes in major shopping centres in
Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipeda.
The collected stream is delivered to TEXTALE, where it
is sorted and prepared for re-use
(sales or donations to social organisations).
Another well-known partnership is associated with
the Lithuanian brand AUDIMAS. Cooperation is to
the extent that “AUDIMAS” collects from its customers
obsolete or defective trademark products. These gar-

ments are inspected, washed, cleaned, repaired by the
TEXTALE team, renewed and upcycled in such a way
as to bring them back into consumption with as much
added value as possible. All refurbished products within the scope of this project are marked with “Retold by
TEXTALE” labels.
Another cooperation TEXTALE has is with the social
organisation “Vilniaus viltis” which provides care to
people with intellectual disabilities. The organisation
is the main recipient of donated items by TEXTALE.
When there is a need TEXTALE is contacted by the organisation “Vilniaus miesto nakvynės namai” (Vilnius
city shelter) and other social organisations operating
in Vilnius. The vast majority of items donated to TEXTALE by their user communities are forwarded to social
organisations. Support is provided free of charge.
25

EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

For social integration of vulnerable groups, implementation of skills and implementation of educational projects TEXTALE cooperates with other public bodies, i.e.
open “TECHNARIUM” workshops,
open “PADIRBTUVĖS” workshops, "National Institute for
Social Integration", etc. One of the
joint projects currently being implemented - “Social
enterprise - First Steps Together”
Through which the second cycle of the “Secondary
Design Accelerator” is being organised. Such partnerships, the enthusiasm of the organisations and the significant co-financing of the European Social Fund contributes to employment and to building a community
of repair, renewal and remodelling.
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Since the beginning of its activities, TEXTALE, together
with Lithuanian researchers, has been active in international activities for the implementation of circular
economy projects, preparation of expert studies, constantly establishing contacts with international organisations, associations working for a sustainable fashion
and circular economy. There is also constant cooperation with various Lithuanian educational institutions
in creating opportunities for students to practice in
interdisciplinary fields, from fashion, design, sewing,
photography, videography, communication and marketing, organising events to social business, economics, environment and political science.
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MIESTO
LABORATORIJA
Miesto laboratorija is a green community education
centre, established in Vilnius, Antakalnis, in 2016. Inspired by the examples of the eco-friendly culture in
Amsterdam, Copenhagen and Berlin. They aim to educate locals about the sustainable lifestyle which takes
into consideration the responsible use of the environment and energetic resources and modern gardening
in the city. Miesto laboratorija is an NGO acting as a social enterprise. The community cafe is the main source
of income and the warranty of the financial sustainability of the project.

As an open space Miesto laboratorija has collaboration
at the heart of it. The space was created together with
the community where people volunteered their time
and resources such as used furniture which was upcycled and incorporated into the decor. Miesto laboratorija cooperates with local residents to put on various
events and activities. For example inviting cultural professionals to organise tours and workshops or exhibit
their work in the space. Many other collaborations with
social enterprises and small businesses are present as
it is a place where others can sell their products and
organise events. One such collaboration is with social
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EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION

enterprise ‘Pirmas blynas’, a social pancake
restaurant employing people with disabilities.
You can purchase Dutch waffles made by Pirmas Blynas in Miesto laboratorija and support
both organisations in this way. Such collaborations are value-added to Miesto laboratorija
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who can increase the supply of products and
activities they provide without having to do
everything themselves. This frees up time to
focus on more strategic planning and idea
implementation.
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VŠĮ BŪK SU MANIMI
VšĮ “Būk su manimi” collects textiles and second hand
items. They sew, repair, disassemble, re-knit and sell
unsuitable textiles at a lower rate than the market
price. People of all ages are involved and share that

textile waste should not be in nature, like plastic, glass
and so on. They are also developing a new responsible
community in cooperation with other NGOs (“Stuba”,
“Nelik vienas”) and rural communities. All the work
done is volunteer - led.
Within the partnership with “Stuba” a seminar was conducted (practice + theory) "How to grow a Zero waste
generation". Stuba also purchased bean bags made
from secondary raw materials. Textile scraps are also
donated to them as well as mended clothing. They in
return contribute advice on how to sew, re-sew and so
on. THere are plans to organise a joint camp for children in the summer, during which young people will
be taught social skills and sustainable lifestyle habits
so that as few things as possible enter waste disposal
containers. Another partnership is formed with the organisation “Nelik vienas” to provide families and people who turn to them for help with items and clothes.
Furthermore, “Būk su manimi” has direct contact with
social workers in their city and helps supply the families they work with with used refurbished items and
textiles. Finally, “Būk su manimi” provides the Association “Colors of Life” with a textile from which their
members create cleaning cloths.
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LITHUANIA
KULTŪROS DIRBTUVĖ
"Kultūros Dirbtuvė" (KD) aims to reveal and empower
the biocultural uniqueness of places by stimulating
people's curiosity and inspiring them to take action for
the thriving of the living systems in urbanised territories. Through their work they contribute towards the
(re)creation of sustainable cities and communities in
Lithuania and beyond its territory.
KD activities started in 2015, when Evelina Šimkutė initiated projects such as Šilainiai Photo and the creative
platform Šilainiai Project. This gradually helped to get
to know the Šilainiai multi-apartment building district
in Kaunas. Thanks to many co-creation and voluntary
forces, such phenomena as local activation in Fort VIII,
urban gardening in the city “Šilainių Sodai” to which
Rūta Lukošiūnaitė actively contributed, have emerged
and are constantly growing.
The wholeness of their work in Šilainiai microdistrict
is described as regenerative placemaking. It is a strategic process of (re)igniting people’s relationship to
socio-ecological systems through place-specific temporary activations that act as a testing ground for long
term potential. At its best, regenerative placemaking
can become a process by which people are activated
as cultural and environmental stewards of place to engender ongoing systemic healing.
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As a team they consult and facilitate regenerative
placemaking processes initiated by businesses, organizations and communities in villages, towns or cities.
Furthermore, they present their work, conduct interactive sessions and workshops on the topics of sustainability science, culture, art and regenerative placemaking. Finally, they lead a variety of environmental
exploration experiences for groups, teams, communities and / or groups of friends.
The most striking example of their cooperation is the
ongoing work in the Šilainiai district. Here, they work
with the local library, schools, various communities, initiatives and residents. Since the inception in 2015, they
have been working to create social well-being and a
healthier environment in the neighbourhood. The
principles of regenerative placemaking help to build
lasting relationships and activate local residents.
Through various cultural, artistic, creative and placemaking activities, KD team helps itself and everyone
involved to listen to the stories and potential of a place
and to explore it from unexpected perspectives. This
constant and diverse listening allows the KD team to
initiate experiments that are appropriate and necessary for the Šilainiai microdistrict. Participation in regenerative placemaking activities creates conditions
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for experiential learning for everyone involved.
The most tangible and consistent long-term cooperation takes place in Fort VIII with the Public Institution
"Kaunas Fortress Park", the volunteer crew of the Association "Kaunas Fortress" of the VIII Fort and the Linkuva fortifications, the residents who use the territory

of Fort VIII, and various specialists. Here the KD team
continuously carries out cultural and artistic activities
of the site, improving the ecological situation and creating harmony between nature, people and history.
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LITHUANIA
ŽALIA ŽINUTĖ
“Žalia žinutė” (Green message) talks about carrying the
idea of a greener life further: not only does the initiative itself sends a message to live more sustainably, but
everyone who has achieved it should share it. The aim
is to offer people an alternative to disposable plastic
bags, to encourage them to choose environmentally
friendly products and to inspire people to live differ-
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ently - to consume less, to stop disposable culture and
to ease the burden on our Earth in every way possible.
“Žalia Žinutė” has brought the reusable bag boom to
Lithuania, created the “Sustainable Friends” Library, a
community blog, and a store where it invites you to
discover amazing local creators and a green routine.
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“Žalia Žinutė” is open to collaboration and brings
people and initiatives together to form a sustainable community. Long-term collaboration has taken
place with a curtain salon and has benefited both
the initiative and the salon. The salon was able to gift
fabric scraps and save on waste disposal while Žalia
Žinutė was able to use the material for creation of its
products. There is also a close collaboration with local
producers of sustainable products, their products are
sold in the “Žalioji krautuvėlė” (Green Store). Here the
public is encouraged to discover local producers and

support sustainable alternatives.“Žalia Žinutė” has also
created a database of sustainable organizations, initiatives, developers and manufacturers, “Tvarūs bičiuliai”
(Sustainable Friends). Moreover, there is a collaboration with sustainable lifestyle practitioners who contribute to the community blog by writing articles to
inspire greener living. Through daily communication
on social media, this social enterprise shares information about other sustainable initiatives and encourages their followers to learn about these activities as well.
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